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The Source of Endogenous Money

P G A Howellsr

Absttflcl
In the posl-Keynesian approach to money,
endogeneity has its origin in the demand for
Ioans which in turn arises from frms'
requirementsfor worhng capital whenever the
cost and/or volume of planned output
increases. Banl<s meet all creditworthy
demand for loans and the central bank
supplies lhe necessary reserves. Thus, bank
lending (and the supply of new deposits)
depen& critically upon the 'state of trade'.

However a number of institutional changes
have recently taken ploce.in the UK which
call this sequence into question- Household
demand has taken over from corporate
demand as the major component in the
aggrcgate demand for bank credit.
Furthermore, we bzow that total transactions
(including those on assets, intermediale and
secondhand goods) have grown much more
rapidly than GDP during the 1980s. If credit
is required for all types of transactions, we
might therefore acpect the demand for loans
to depend more directly on tolal transactions
than on those rclated to outpul alone.

This paper docwnents those institutional
changes and considers some of lhe
implicafions.

I. hrboduaion
The endogeneity of credit and money is
central to the Post Keynesian view of the
macroeconomy. Until now, dre source ofthe
endogen€ity has alwals been identified as the
costs and the volume of production. The

behaviour of nominal output determines the
demand for credit. The central bant sets the
rediscount rate and commercial banks meet
the whole of the creditworthy demand for
loans at the rediscount rate plus a risk-related
mark-up. The new loans create new deposits.
The importance of nominal output as the
origin of the demand for loans is ofien
summarised by salng that loan demand is
created by the 'state of trade'. We may take
the following as typical.

The single most important demand for
credit is fron business firms. Companies
bonow frmds short-ierm from banks
primarily to meet their needs for increased
working capital. This need arises because
companies must pay their factors of
production, in particular labor, before they
receive the sales receipts from the goods
and services produced, which take time to
manufacture and sell. (Moore, 1988, p.373)

Similar statements can be found in Davidson
ard Weinaaub, 1973; Davidson, 1988; Le
Bourva, 1992.

However, this has not been the case in the
UK for some years now. One of the most
dramatic ohanges in the fmancial environment
during the 1980s was the govemment-
encouraged competition between banks and
building societies which saw a dramatic
increase with which the personal sector could
obtain crediq resulting in much larger
household holdings of both bank advances
and broad money conpared with the position
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in the mid-1970s.
Another startling development in dre UK

has been the fivergence of total nominal
spending ('PZ) from GDP ('Pf). Ai first
sight, this has no obvious connection with the

oqrlosion of personal sector credit. However,
the suggestion that the demand for credit (and

money) might follow PZ rather than PI' is

hardly implausible. We already know that
proxies for non-GDP transactions can be used

to improve money demand estimations. This
seems hardly surprising in retrospect since
money is required for all tlpes of
transactions, not just the subs€t repr€sented by
GDP, and the growing imporance of
'speculative' transactions in advanced
economies is widely recognised in other
contexh.? If money is demanded for such
pu4roses, why not credit too? This brings us

io the verge of an inhiguing chain of
reasoning. Ifwe are ight in our supposition
that the demand for credit in the UK has been
increasingly driven by households, and y'this
credit is used 0o finance expenditures some of
which do not appear in GDP and y'we then
add the central endogeneitytheorem that loans
create deposits, then we have an explanation
for the marked fall in income velocity
(GDP/M\ which has also been a feature of
the recent monetary landscape in the UK.

In the next section we look briefly at these

recent developments, In section 3 we
examine the institutional changes behind these

trends and such empirical evidence as we
have that tle events may be interconnected,
In section 4 we consider the implications of
these developments for post Keynesian
monetary theory. Section 5 summarises and
concludes.

2, Recent monetary trmds in the UK
Post Kelmesian economics is not alon€ in its
tendency to see firms as the prinary source of
credit demand. Most edsting studies of credit

demand in the UK (and they are surprisingly
few when contrast€d with demand for money

studies) focus upon the demand for credit by
indusFial and commercial colporations (ICCs)
(see, for exanple, Cuthbertson (1985),

Cuthbertson and Foster (1982), Moore and
Threadgold (1980), Moore and Threadgold
(1985)). It may be that this emphasis upon
the corporate sector was justified in earlier
tines by the dominant quantitative role played
by corporations within the aggregate demand

for loans but, as a proportion of total
outstanding bank loans,' bank lending to ICCs
has steadily diminished since 1975. Figure I
shows the proportions of total bank loans held
respectively by households, ICCs and other,
non-bank, financial institutions (OFIs). The
increase in the household share reflects the
rapid growdr of consumer credit and modgage
commitnents from the late 1970s while the
increasing share going to non-bank fmancial
institutions reflects the comparatively rapid
growth of the frnancial seclor over the sane
period. Notice, since we retum to it later,
that the increase in both these shares can be
linked to increasing asset transactions which
are not included in the definition of GDP:
households borrow to fund increasingly
speculativetransactions in secondhand houses

and OFIs borrow to firnd their rapiclly
growing business of circulating paper claims
on existing real assets.

The second remarkable trend of recent
years has been the divetgence of total
tansactions (PT) ftom GDP (PI). This has

been hinted at in a number of empirical
studies of the demand for money where
estimations have been improved by including
variables which proxy for non-GDP
hansactions. W6 r€turn to these in the next
section. In the UK we are fortunate that the
Association of Payments Clearing Systems
(APACS) keeps a central record of both the

value and volume of transactions carried out
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by the several payment clearing companies in
the UK. It is rhus a relatively sinple task to
aggrEgiate payments made by chech pa],nenls
nade by rutomatic/electronio means and
palm.ents made thtoqh 'CHAPS', a special,
sameday clearing syst€rn desigred to handl€
very large tansactions. The aggegate figures
do not of course, inaMe transactions in cad
nor in fact do trey inchrde tansactions
betwe€n customers at the same branch of a

bafik (intra-branch rransactions). If we take
this tansactions agg€gate to proxy PI and

oompare it to GDP or PI, it ap,p6ds that the
ratio PZ.PIwas reasonably stcble (at around
lA fron 1975 to 1980 but increased
rhamatioally to nearly 40 by 1991, dipping
and rising aftBr thad tl rnight be argued that
some of tlis increase is lhe result of s switch
frorm cash to bank ransfers in the paya.ent of
salaries. Undoubtedly, this is tue but cash
salary payments, wot in 1970, were a very
mall poportion of total transactions and we
know (also from APACS souroes) that the
switch has been slow and steady: it is not a
characteristic of the l9E0s. Furthermore, if
we disaggregate ihe data &oft the component
clearing companies, we can see first of all tlut
rtre aggregato is dominated by hansactions via
CHAPS, a facility used mainly by Enancial
instit$ions, and fc real estats hansactions,

Economic Issues, Vol. 4, PtI I, It4qch 1999

and secondly that the CHAPS sub-aggrcgat€

rises more rapidly than the other components.l
The APACS data nay not give us a

completely accurate statEf,gnt of movements
in Pf but it certainly indicates a major
divergence from PI from the late 1970s.

Figure 2 shows the detail.
ngzr lotrr dr*{onr l af

Finally, but probably lhe nost widely-
known develo'panent of the pcriod, is the
narked fall in incone velocity. After a sharp
dip and recovery in fte 1970s, we observe a
very sharp decline in the l980s with only a

sligJrt recovery.since. It is interesting to
compare this incone velocity, 'PYIM, wilfi
what we might can transactions velocity,
'PTIM, by dividing our APACS total
tansactions series by the broad money stock.
Both measures of velocity appear in figure 3.
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3. In sttation al inper at iv es
It is worth noting that all of the trends to
which we have drawn attention above. are
trends which develop a monentum during the
1980s. In the UK the early 1980s in
particular were a p€riod of great e husiasm
for deregulation of all kinds and it seems too
much of a coincidence that this dramatic
change in the monetary landscape should
begin at the same time. The area of
deregulation which had its biggest impact on
households in the 1980s was the desegregation
of financial markets and institutions. In
padicular, the UK government r€sponded to
long-standing criticisms of the regulations
which limited direct competition betw€en
commercial banks and building societies.

The relevant deregulation was contained in
two pieces of legislation, the Finarce Act of
1983 and the Building Societies Act of 1986.
The resulting competition triggered a number
of developnents with the potential to affect
both the demand for money and the demand
for credit. Take frstly the interest-rate
consequences of encouraging bank and
building society competition. Allowing
building societies to engage in unsecured
lending after 1986 allowed them to issue
cheque guarantee cards and instantly turned
their interest-bearing sight deposits into
checkable accounts. This obliged banks to
pay interest on their sight deposits which had
the effect of increasing the proportion of
interest-bearing broad rnoney and thus raised
money's (weighted average) own rate relative
io rates on alternative ass€ts and relative to
rates on borrowing. Relative interest rates, in
other words, eqerienced a major upheaval.
The opportunity cost of holding money could
no longer be represented by a simple,
absolute, inter€st rate on some other asset, but
must be a spread term, i, - i. for example
where i6 indicates the rate on 'bonds' and I,
is money's own rate, the weighted average of

deposit rales, Moreover, as the pa'4n€nt of
interest on time deposits became more
common, variations in the spread occured
around a falling mean value as money's own
rate ros€. Other things being equal, therefore,
we would expect this secular decline in the
opportunity cost of holding money to increase
the demand for money.s But we can bring
loan demand into th€ picture as well. We
might, for example, argue along with
Goodhart (1995, p,45) that this spread
rqrresents the real cost of interm€diation. As
it shrinks, there is an increase in the quantity
of internediary products demanded, i.e. an
increase in the desire for both deposits md
loans.6

Bul competition was not confmed to deposit
rates. Collateral requirenents changed
dramatically as well. For home loans, where
the competition was fiercest, a commonly
used test of credit-worthiness has always been
the loan/value ratio. This increased from 0.72
to 0.90 over the period 1980-89. Although
this ratio measures the change in the ease of
getting credit in just one very specific context
it is consistent with what we know, but cannot
quantify, about consumer credit in general,
namely, that it became much easier to obtain,
in stores, for example, acting as agents for
banks, or through unsolicited mail shots. It is
not unreasonable !o suppose that as credit
becomes cheaper and easier to obtain,
households are willing to increase their
gearing and since the corresponding deposits
must be held by someone it is hardly
surprising that income velocity falls.

Whether or not the divergence between PI
and Pts can also be fifted into the picture
requires more formal anall'sis. We have
known for years that there is no necessary
reason why they should move together.
Fisher (1926), for example, in his discussion
of the equation of exchange, had PZ on the
right hand side but deliberately distinguished
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PT, (: all trarsactions related to national
income) and PZ, (= all financial transactions),
precisely because he thought they might
behave differently,

Keynes (1930), went further in
distinguishing three groups of transactions.
Firstly, there were '..transactions rising out of
the dMsion of productive functions'. These
came nearest to income transacfions but
included intermediate transactions as well as

spending on final output. Secondly there
were speculative transactions in goods and
commodities and thirdly there were financial
transactions. The first gxoup, h€ thought,
were likely to be 'a fairly stable function of
the money value of current output', but
hansactions in the second and third groups:

...need not be, and are not, govemed by
the volume of current output. The pace
at which a circle of luranciers,
speculators and investors hand round to
one another particular pieces of wealth,
or title to such, which they are neither
producing nor consuming but merely
exchanging, bears no definite relation to
the rate of curr€nt production. The
volume of such transactions is subject to
very wide and incalculable fluctuations.
(1930, p.47, emphasis added).

It may thus seem plausible that PZ can
diverge from P{ and it might seem plausible
io argue that if PZ increases relative to PI,
for example, then the demand for credit and
money would follow PZ There is no reason,
after all, why people should need to borrow in
order to buy newly produced goods and
services but not to buy existing houses or
secondhand aulos or financial ass€ts. The
question of whether dre increasing
indebtedness of households (urrd the
simultaneous increase in their monev

Economic Issues, Vol. 4, Part I, March 1999

holdings) owes anlthing to PI, however, can
only be resolved by formal tests.

Gven that all cenhal banks now exercise
such monetal/ restraint as they can by using
interest rates to influence the flow of new
loans, it is curious that demand for credit
studies are vastly outnumbered by
investigations of the demand for money.
Correspondingly, such evidence as we have
that non-GDP transactions affect household
liquidity and gearing tend to come from
studies of money demand. For example,
Anderson (1993) showed that the boom in
mortgage refinancing in the USA had led to
an increase in the volume and volatility of
financial transactions relative to GDP
transactions, and that dris had measurable
effects upon the demand for Ml deposits.
More recently, Palley (1995) has
demonstrated that rnoney demand estimates in
the USA can be improved by recognising a

role for total transactions where the behaviour
of the latter is proxied by measures which
refer to some part of the property market and
to financial activity. An explicit test of the
Pl series depicted above was carried out by
Howells and Hussein (1997) by estimating
drree models of money demand. One used
income as a scale variable, one used income
and wealth and one used PT. Using the
dlnamic OLS cointegration technique it was
shown that the total transactions measure
outperforms both alternatives.

As regards the demand for credit rather
than money, Howells and Biefang-Frisancho
Mariscal (1992) found the rate of growth of
household demand for bank loans is well
explained by equations containing a PZ
variable, modified by the exclusion of same-
day clearings since these are not largely
relevant to households. As regards the long-
run, a paper by Howells and Hussein (1999)

estimaies and compares tle properties of two
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models of the demand for aggregate bank
(and building sociery) lending in the UK.
One model uses real GDP as the equivalent of
the scale variable, the other uses a measure of
real total transactions. The estimations are

done using the recently developed technique
of unrestricted dynamic ECM. Both models

find a long-run relationship between the stock
of outstanding loans and both real GDP and
real total transactions and both scale variables
are significant and right siglod in models of
(flow) dernand for new loans. However, the
model incorporating lotal fansactions is

superior in its out-of-sample forecasting and
other properties.

Clearly there is scope for much fu(her
work, particularly of formal testing.
Nonetheless, this mixture of theorising from
the observed facts reinforced by some

enpirical work of both tangential and direct
relevance suggesls a hlpothesis that is worth
taking seriously for the time being at least.

Credit became cheaper and easier to obtain in
the UK during the 1980s. Household
indebtedness to ba*s increased so as to
exceed that of firms. Unlike firms, whose
demand for credit is strorrgly inlluenced by
the conditions of production, 'the state of
hade'" household credit demand seems also to
be influenced by a range of non-output-related
factors. Accepting this as a reasonable
hl,pothesis, tle next question is what
significance does it have for olu
undersanding of the endogeneity of money?

4, Erulogenous mnneJ1 - a
The core of the endogeneity thesis is that the
money supply is deternined by the denand
for credit. The central bank sets the lender-
of-last-resort rate. Banks respond to the
demand for loans, not to a demand for
deposits. In doing so. they impose a

conventional, risk-related mark-up on the last-
resort rate and meet all credit-worthy denands

for loans at those rates. The money supply is

credit driven. All of this is familiar, and none
of it is changed by the fact that households
rather dran firms become the chief demanders
of credit.'

Establishing that the money supply is credit
driven and that the role of the central bank is
confrned to setting the level of short-term
rates, plainly has some dramatic effect upon
how we envisage the quantity of noney
interacting with other variables, At the very
least, we have to accept that the quantity of
money is the oulcom€ of variables
determining the demand for credit and not the
(independent) outcome of some administrative
decision on the part of the monetary
audrorities. Taking a view on the endogeneity
of money involves aking a view on what
causes money- Money is caused by other
variables in the economic system, immediately
by the inieraction of the portrolio preferences

of banks and non-banl agents. None of this
is changed by shifting the focus to
households.

But taking the view that money is
endogenous is often held to mean that we
accept much more. In particular, it is
commonly held that since the money is

endogenously detemrined, money itself cannot
cause anything interesting. lt facilitates the
expansion of ou@ut, along the lines of
Keynes's finance motive. Indeed it is hard to
see how investuent could precede saving if
firms were not able to borrow from banks.
But provided thai what is borrowed just
matches firms' incremental costs of
production then either it is being created in
just sulfrcient quantity to permit exha ouhut
(prices given) or it is being created in just
suffrcient quantity to sustain current output in
the face of rising costs being Seneruted
elsewhere. In either case, money is not an
independent causal force. Since this further,
or extended, view of endogenous money is
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appar€ntly embedded in the behaviour of
firms, it is this view dut might be affected
when we shift our attention to households.

Firsdy, 'the circuit' becomes more
complicated. ln some accounts of the money
supply process which focus upon the role of
finns (eg Lavoie, 1984; Le Bouwa, 1992),
stess is plac€d upon the use of loans merely
to cope with the fact that production and sale

takes time. A firm with constant costs of
production can meet these through earnings
from current sales but a decision to increase

output, for exanple, requires an addition to
working capital. But eventually, the
additional sales will bring in the funds to
repay this additional loan. But if households
as well as firms are sources of credit demand
and ifhousehold demand stems from a varief
of different motives rather than the single one
of production, then any circuit described by
credit flows nust be a good deal more
complicated. This would not necessarily
matt€r except that for some writers the firm-
based circuit has been used to argue for an
equivalence between a derranddetermined
supply of credit and a denand{eiermined
supply ofmoney. The significance of this is
that f the quantity of money is demand-
determined then it follows that it can never be

in excess supply.
Without limiting our attention io the

behaviour of firms, dris equivalence is hard to
naintain. Remernber that we have drawn a
clear distinction between loans and deposits.
We recognize this every time we say that
ban-ks respond to a demand for loans, not to a
demand for deposits and every time we say
that loans cause deposits. To say that ,4

causes B makes little sense if I and B are the

same objects. Given that loans and deposits
are different things, it is easy to see that the
desire for each grows out of different motives
(porfolio considerations in the lafier, income-

Economic Issues, VoL 4, Part I, t larch 1999

expenditrre discrepancies in the former) and
indeed that different groups are involved
(most people hold money. not everyone is in
debt to banks). Now. while it is of course

lrte that ex post ot in equilibrium, loans must
equal deposi6, it would be a surprising
coincidence if the community's desire, ex
ante, ta hold additional deposits in the next
few days just happened to match th€
additional credit required by a subset of
population in the same period- Exactly what
variables may be involved in the hansition
from ex ante Io ex post has been extensively
discussed elsewhere (Cottrell, 1985, 1988;
Howells, 1995; Moore, 1997; Howells, 1997)
and this is not the place to revise the
possibilities, but only io look briefly at on€,

This is the argum€nt, which seems to surface
firstly in Kaldor and Trevithick (1981) that
agents can never find themselves widt excess

money balances because they are continually
using money receipts (deposits) to adjust their
overdraft positions.

Unlike commodity money, credit money
comes into existence as a result of
borrowing from the banks ... and is
extinguished as a result of the repa)ment
of bank debt (which happens

automatically under a system where an

excess of receipts over outlays is directly
applied to a reduction of outstanding
overdrafts). Hence in a credit money
economy, unlike with commodity money,
the outstanding 'money stock' car never
be in excess of the amount which people

wish to hold. (Kaldor and Trevithick,
1981, p.7. Emphasis added).

Provided that the bonowing from banks is
undertaken by firms to make palm€nts to
firns, all of whom we might reasonably
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assume to have overdrafts, then this is a
reasonable description of events, But onse
that borrowing is used to pay agents without
overdrafts, then they have a porfolio decision
to make, which, whatever it is, can hardly
leave otler variables uachanged.

In order to see just how complicated the
picture becomes once we leave the world in
which credit is demanded solely to finance
incremental production, let us take a sequence
which will be all too familiar to obsewers of
the UK economy in the 1980s, We have seen

that a polioy of financial deregulation
designed deliberately to foster comp€tition
between lenders caused collateral standards

and otJrer non-pecuniary costs !o fall.3
Households increased their floating rate
indebtedness, in particular in order to make
purchases of (largely secondhand) houses

which were seen as a good investnent in
addition to being a source of accommodation
services. This led to the practice of'equity
extraction' whereby borrowers took out larger
loans than they 'needed' and used the balance
to fund consumption. This suggests that the
sharp increase in credit overall financed
spending of radically different kinds and,
more importantly, in radically different
directions. Ftsfly, of course, the larger part
was used for its main purpose which was to
fund Foperty transactions in which
households trade overwhelningly seconelhand

real assets with each other. We might
describe this as 'households buying from
households'. However, some, we have just
seen, was used to buy goods and services of
all kinds, a process which we might
summarise as 'households buying from firms'.
Finally, some of the credit, at least before the
crash of 1987, was used to buy existing and
newly issued fmancial assets ('households buy
fron households and lend to {irms').

In each case, as the result of dre personal
sector credit boom, sellers accumulate money

balances whioh exceed what they had planned.
Does it follow that ftey are instantly and
hannlessly extinguished? Plainly, the Bank of
England had its doubts given ils expressions
of concern at both the inflationary and
personal gearing implications (Bant, 1989).
Consider each case in tum. In the first case,

the housing market, 'households buy from
households'. Here, sellers, who traditionally
expect to negotiate a final price something
below the initial asking price, will find that
the initial asking price will be more nearly
met. Assume that they in turn are selling in
order to buy elsewhere, using credit for the
purpose, Some ('case l') will be happy to
borrow less as a result of their unexpected
sales proceeds and 'excess' deposits will be
extinguished. Others ('case 2'), however, will
maintain their borrowing plans, using their
good fortune to fund a more expensive
prop€rty purchase or to extract equity from
their existing home and this may then be
spent on goods or services or other assets.

And of course, there will be some fortunate
households who are not firnding their next
home purchase with credit. For them ('case
3'), the unexpected proceeds from their sale
enables them to spend more in unlimited
ways. The only situation in all of tiis, where
the increased lending can have no signifrcant
effect, arises with case l, where some public
spirited family, buying its next home with
crediq uses its unexpected sales proceeds to
take out a smaller mortgage and do nothing
else.

Secondly, consider the sequence when
'households buy from firrns' using loans

stricdy intended for house purchase. Firms
experience an increase in demand to which
they may respond by raising prices and/or
output. But respond tley must. Households
cannot pass their deposits to fims without
some response. Initially, firms run down
stocks in the face of unanticipated denand.
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(Moore is of course correct that deposits are
always accepted in exchange, however
unexpected the quantity may be). Firms may
subsequen y use their unexpected cash flow
to reduce their bank loans, but more likely
production will increass to replace inventories
or if that is impossible attempts to do so will
cause costs to rise. In either event,
household-credit-induced-moneyis raising the
level of demand and causing changes in P or

Thirdly, consider the sequence when
households buy financial assets. Prices rise
and yields fall. Note that these are market-
determined lelds and nol administered ones.o

Some of the funds will be used to purchase
newly issued securities and firms may take the
opportunity to substituie longer-term debt for
bank loans. Some of dre funds will buy
existing securities from holders who decide to
sell only as prices rise. They in tum will
spend their receipts howsoever they choose -
debt repaymen! other financial assets, a world
cruise. All the transactions will pass via
brokers and dealing firms mdy take the
opportunity to repay some of their bank loans.
The point, of course, is that some of the
'excess' deposits may find their way to the
repaym.ent of loans at a second stage. But by
then, again, it is too late. Once we accept
that not €veryone has a bank loan, getting the
deposits tn th€ point where they are

extinguished requires that they be spent. And
the act of spending cannot leave things
unchanged.

Whatever the ouicome,'the circuit'is more
complicated, and it is not so obvious tlat a

demand for credi! now driven by all sorts of
considerations, including the desire to trade
secontlhand assets for speculative purposes,
must inevitably produce an increase in credit
and noney just equal to what is required to
vatidate pre-existing changes in the 'state of

Economic Issues, Vol. 4, Part l, March 1999

trade'.

5. Sunnary
The money supply is endogenous (a) because
the central bank has litde option but to set the
lender-of-last-resort rate and then
accommodate \Nhatever quanti|r of reserves
are necessary to validate the resulting demand
for credit and (b) the demand for credit itself
originates within the economy. It is the r€sull
and not the cause of other economic variables .

The variables in question have generally been

those giving rise to changes in the volume and
costs of production and thus endogeneity has

been closely linked to the behaviour of firms.
However, if our methodology pays any

attention to instihrtional realities, this
perception has io be modified if it is to apply
to the UK where a number of, probably
related, differences have emerged during the
last twenty-five years. In the UK, most bank
credit now goes to households; households
hold much higher levels of debt and much
larger quantities of the conesponding deposits
(relative to income) than they did wenty-five
years ago; total spending has apparently
increased dramatically relative !o GDP. It is
just not realistic, in these circumstances, to
link endogeneity solely to the 'sate of trade'.
The question for post Keynesian and for
institutionalist economists is whether this
changes our understanding of endogenous
money in aay fundamental way. Clearly, it
need not change our perception of the money
supply as the outcome of decisons to borrow,
in response to which the central bank can do
little but set the rediscount rate. The trickier
question is whether the resulting money,
created in response io often speculative rather
than productive decisions, remains the passive

variable which we have always thought. If it
does not, if, in other words it is possible for
sDeculative credit demands to have a causal
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impact on real variables or upon th€ general

price level, then post-Keynesians need

urgently io hrrn their attention to the quostion

of monetary/credit control. The accepted
pichrre at th€ moment is that the central bank,
faced with an uadesirably rapid credit
expansion, can only raise its ofFrcial dealing
rate. But none of th€ empirical studies

referred to in section 2 fmds a significant
interest elasticity in the UK demand for crefit
function. (Neither do the Howells and

Hussein, 1998, tests). Unfashionable as the

suggestion rnay be, effective credit control
may require more drastic measures. In a
rather neglected paper, written ten yeaxs ago,

Jon Shields (1988) proposed limiting the
supply of household credit by atiention to
loan/value income value/ratios. Given what
we know about the behaviour of these ratios
in a deregulated financial system, this seems

a sensible place tl start.

Endnotes

l. University of East London. This paper
contains a further development of ideas
which were first floated in Arestis (1996).

The results of testing empirically the
relationship between bank lending and
non-GDP spending can be read in
Howells and Hussein (1999).

2. See for example D J Newberry, 'Futures
Markets, Hedging and Speculation' in
Newman e/ al (1992) and the references
cited therein.

3. Since we are interested here h credit
denrand as the source of changes in the
broad money aggegate M4, we use the t€nn
'bmk' to refer to banks and building
societies. Likewise, we refer later to the
M4 private sector (M4PS) which is the non-

ba*, non-building society, privale sector.

The twin lhemes of this paper are thal PT
has risen relative to PI largely because of
an increase in spending on assets relative to
outpul, ajd that household borrowing now
dominates borrowing by finns, This is what
the data most conspicuously suggests.

However, as the quotation from Kelnes
(1930) shows, PI will increase relative to
PI if there is an increase in inteflnediate
transactions relative to final output. The
recent fashion amongst large firms and
public utilites for 'contacting out' qpecialist

firnclions wonld have this effect. (I am
gratefirl to the editor for pointing this out).

There is a certain irony in rhe fact that the
(Ihatcher) administration committed itself to
monetary targets but then had to abandon

them in 1985 when its simu.ltaneous policy
of deregulation led to such unstable velocity.

Alternatively, we could take the Sprmkle
and Miller (1980) argument that as the
retum on deposits increases relative to the
rate otr loans, it makes more sense to meet
unforeseen eryendinnes by taking out new
loans than by nluring down existing liquid
assets.

The mark-ups are likely to be larger for
households as againsl prime corporate
customef,s. The additional risk may have
implicadons for asset holdings elsewhere in
banks' balance sheets, and also for profits.
But these are not relevad issues here.

The daails of this episode are set out in
Arestis ard Howells (1992).

This is not to say that they are completely
divorced from the central banks' official
(i.e. administered) short-tenn rate. It is
difficult to see how, for examplg yields on

assets of longer term and geat€r and

variable risk could lie 6elov the rediscormt

5.

7.

9.
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rate for any substantial period. It is merely
saying that neither risk premia nor term
premia are fixed by rigid mark-ups.
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